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participants of the 2010 NESGI Regional Sun Grant Conference working groups and compiled 
in the 2011 NESGI Roadmap Update.  In 2014, Northeast Sun Grant Initiative expects to 
award 3 to 4 grants totaling $323,962 (funds originating from the US Department of Agriculture 
(USDA)).   
 
The primary focus of this grant opportunity is to solicit work that will contribute to the 
emerging bioproducts industry in the Northeastern US.  NESGI will seek proposals with 
emphasis on northeast region bioproducts systems modeling, industrial ecology, 
environmental impact, public education, and distributed scalable technologies.  In all 
proposals, applicants must describe how their new product, crop, technique,  technology, or 
understanding,  if successful, will be integrated into a production system (identifying economic, 
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will be 1-year grants that address the Northeast Sun Grant priorities.  Funds will be provided to 
an investigator team not to exceed $150,000 (total Sun Grant dollars, 1 year in duration). A 
non-federal cost-match of 20% is required for Applied research grants category.  Waiver of 
20% cost match for fundamental research projects will require USDA approval prior to final 
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Extension Rural Economic Development Seed Grants:  The successful application(s) will 
be 1-year grants that focus on rural economic development outreach projects, not to exceed 
$30,000 (total Sun Grant dollars). A non-federal cost-match of 20% is required for this grant 
category.   
 
Education Seed Grants:  The successful application(s) will be 1-year grants that focus on 
graduate student-led projects, not to exceed $30,000 (total Sun Grant dollars). A non-federal 
cost-match of 20% is required for this grant category. 
 

An approved Pre-proposal is required in order to submit a full application. A letter of 
intent is not required. Pre-proposals are required and due by November 25, 2013. Notification 
of whether pre-proposal was accepted and full proposal submission is permitted will be 
provided by December 18, 2013.  Full proposals are due by 5 pm Eastern, February 5, 2014.  

http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITY DESCRIPTION 
 
Legislative Authority Background
 
Authorized by Congress in 2004, the Sun Grant Initiative is a national network of land 
grant universities partnering to build a biobased economy.  Sun Grant Institutions are 
charged with making significant advances in biobased industries for the benefit of 
America’s farmers, rural communities, and the public at-large.   
 
The Sun Grant Initiative is organized as a national network of land grant institutions in 
six regions. Serving as the regional Sun Grant Centers are: Cornell University 
(Northeastern (NE)), The University of Tennessee –Knoxville (Southeastern (SE)), 
South Dakota State University (North Central (NC)), Oklahoma State University (South 
Central (SC)), Oregon State University (Western (W)) and University of Hawaii (W-
Pacific). 
 

Authorization for creation of the Sun Grant Initiative Centers of Excellence competitive 
grants program was provided by the Sun Grant Research Initiative Act of 2003(1), 
introduced to the United States Congress by Senator Daschle and Senator Frist and 
authorized under Title IX, Sec. 9011 of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 
2002. 
 
The authority for this program is contained in section 7526 of the Food, 
Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 (FCEA) (Pub. L. 110-246) (7 U.S.C. 8114).   
 
 

All activities conducted in this program must seek to: 
a. enhance national energy security through the development, distribution, and 

implementation of biobased energy technologies; 
b. promote diversification in, and the environmental sustainability of, agricultural 

production in the United States through biobased energy and product 
technologies; 

c. promote economic diversification in rural areas of the United States through 
biobased energy and product technologies; and 

d. enhance the efficiency of bioenergy and biomass research and development 
programs through improved coordination and collaboration among - 

 

1 
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i. the Department of Agriculture; 
ii. the Department of Energy; and 
iii. land-grant colleges and universities. 

 
 

Purpose and Priorities Background  
 
The Northeast Sun Grant Initiative (NE-SGI) will support projects that address the 
region’s need to increase the use of biologically-based resources for meeting the 
nation’s fuel, energy and industrial chemical and products needs, and to catalyze the 
transition toward a bio-based economy.  
 
Federal funding for the 2014 competitive grants program originates from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA). All grant applications must explain how the 
proposed work contributes to the displacement of foreign oil through 
enhancement of the biobased economy.  
 
Program Priorities: Only proposals that explicitly address the needs identified by the 
roadmap and roadmap update (see URL below) and NESGI steering committee 
(composed of regional scientists, engineers, economists, university administrators and 
stakeholders) will be considered for funding. Proposals must demonstrate value to the 
region and to stakeholders.  
 
Factors relevant to the priorities might address one or more of the following: 1) the 
potential quantity of fossil fuels displaced; 2) number of NE Sun Grant States to be 
potentially impacted by the project results; 3) number of farms or rural communities 
impacted; 4) number of acres of land involved in the project; 5) the potential for 
commercializing the technology; 6) the importance of the proposed work in advancing 
biobased industries in the region; 7) number of students trained, or schools supported. 
 
The purposes of the Sun Grant Program are to: 
 
1) Enhance national energy security through the development, distribution, and 

implementation of biobased energy technologies; 
 
2) Promote diversification and environmental sustainability of agricultural production in 

the United States through biobased energy and product technologies; 
 
3) Promote economic diversification in rural areas of the United States through 

biobased energy and product technologies; and 
 
4) Enhance the efficiency of bioenergy and biomass research and development 

programs through improved coordination and collaboration between the Department 
of Agriculture and the Department of Energy, and the land-grant colleges and 
universities. 
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Definition of the specific priorities for the Northeastern Region Sun Grant States evolved 
through critical and intensive dialogue between the land-grant colleges and universities 
and other stakeholders in the Northeast Region including industry and government 
representatives.  A regional workshop was held on April 25-27, 2004, in Buffalo, New 
York. Meeting participants at the Northeast Sun Grant Regional Workshop represented 
each of the 14 states and the District of Columbia in the Northeast Sun Grant region. In 
addition to hearing presentations from leaders of the region’s biobased industries, nine 
working group sessions enabled participants to meet, discuss and define specific 
research, education and outreach priorities for the region’s competitive grants program. 
Moderators for the nine working group sessions presented each group’s conclusions, 
comments and recommendations for the region’s program priorities.  The 
recommendations of the meeting participants were compiled in a Roadmap, which was 
reviewed and approved by the Region and is available in its entirety as a downloadable 
.pdf file at:  
http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/cals/sungrant/education/upload/NESGI-Roadmap.pdf 
 
In addition, a regional conference was held in Syracuse, NY on May 24-26, 2010 and 
102 biomass experts from the Northeast region participated in working groups to 
provide updated research, education and outreach priorities for the Northeast Region.  
Moderators for the working groups presented each group's conclusions and a 
compilation of the updated Roadmap is available at www.nesungrant.cornell.edu . 
 

Northeast Region Strategic Areas of Interest 
 
The strategic areas of interest for the Northeast Region evolve from strategic areas of 
interest for USDA, and from Land Grant scientists, engineers, educators, Deans and 
Experiment Station Directors in the Northeast Sun Grant Region. These groups have 
worked together to build a collective consensus of priorities for the region. 
 

US Department of Agriculture Strategic Areas of Interest 

The grant opportunity described in this RFA will be funded through support from the 
USDA.  In order to address USDA priorities, all activities conducted in this grant 
program must seek to: 
a. enhance national energy security through the development, distribution, and 

implementation of biobased energy technologies; 
b. promote diversification in, and the environmental sustainability of, agricultural 

production in the United States through biobased energy and product technologies; 
c. promote economic diversification in rural areas of the United States through 

biobased energy and product technologies; and 
d. enhance the efficiency of bioenergy and biomass research and development 

programs through improved coordination and collaboration among the Department 
of Agriculture; the Department of Energy; and land-grant colleges and universities. 

 

http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/cals/sungrant/education/upload/NESGI-Roadmap.pdf
http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/
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Northeast Sun Grant Region Steering Committee, Scientists, Engineers, Educators, Land 
Grant Deans and Directors Strategic Areas of Interest
Building upon the 2004 Northeast Sun Grant Roadmap and the 2010 regional 
conference working group results, the Northeast Sun Grant Steering Committee has 
particular interest with intent to focus on topics that are not being specifically covered in 
the northeast by other funding programs. The Northeast Sun Grant research, education 
and outreach priority areas were revisited, revised and updated by conference working 
group participants (May 2010).  Input from the working groups also are represented in 
the following. 

 

Northeast Region Collective Consensus of Priorities  
 

1) BIOMASS FEEDSTOCK ISSUES:  Production optimization (including 
identification of optimal feedstocks for Northeast region climate, soils, transport 
locations, proximity to population centers and inputs; breeding for energy quality 
characteristics environmental benefits; use of processes residue; use of municipal 
solid waste and waste oils; improve seeding vigor, pest control, yield, and 
polyculture of perennial grasses in the Northeast; improve pest management, best 
management practices, and yield of willow/bioforestry crops; develop genetic 
markers for improved selection of crops for the Northeast); Harvest optimization 
(including harvest methods & equipment development, size reduction for transport to 
processing facilities; timing studies for perennial grasses,); Transportation 
logistics (including densification of feedstock, and identification of best mode for 
feedstock transport to pre-treatment or conversion plants; storage conditions 
optimization); Plant breeding and selection; Agronomic practices for optimal 
sustainable yields; Equipment technologies for sustainable harvests; Multiple land 
use issues/impacts for biofuel feedstock production (e.g., Agricultural production, 
Wildlife habitat, Soil and water conservation, Air quality, Global climate change); 
Regional feedstock assessment including US-regional mapping (lines of 
demarcation) for optimal fuel blending (e.g., Soy and canola freeze at different 
temperatures and present different challenges for winter-season fuel blending. Are 
there regions where one crop makes more sense than the other from a fuel-blending 
standpoint?) 

 
2) CONVERSION ISSUES: (including the related transportation logistics of materials 

flowing into and out of conversion plants; quantitative sensing and monitoring, 
modeling process control and optimization of complex bioprocesses; Integrated 
processes research such as how pretreatment plays into digestability and 
downstream processes, the physical, chemical, and structural transformations within 
each step of the conversion process, analysis, characterization and utilization of 
process residues, and research that integrates thermochemical and biochemical 
conversion (e.g., using microbes to convert to an intermediate and then using 
thermochemical conversion or catalysts to convert to a fuel, or, using lignin for heat 
and power in addition to obtaining bioproducts from the extraction of fermentable 
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sugars.); Use of stable isotope labels of feedstocks to better understand pyrolysis 
mechanisms; Engineering biocomplexity, mixed microbial cultures and microbial 
ecology studies, using a consortia to do direct conversion, increasing the flexibility 
and robustness of the system to diverse and complex feedstocks; In undefined 
microbial cultures, measuring and identifying populations; evaluation of response of 
microbial populations to perturbations, complementation between different strains, 
contaminations and competition, reduction of reliance on antibiotics; directed 
evolution of microbes on feedstocks; Engineering enzyme cocktails on real 
substrates, identify enzymes producers beyond T. reesei; Novel approaches 
(beyond solid catalysts) in biocatalysis for stabilizing or upgrading products of 
thermochemical conversion technologies (e.g., enhance diffusion of char molecules, 
improve bio-oil characteristics); Development of a systems-biology based 
metabolomic model of conversion systems; investigation of a carboxylic platform; 
management of resource use (water, energy, petroleum inputs); Chemical and 
biological conversions to manufacture biobased products that substitute existing 
petro/fossil based products; Value added biobased products provide a technological 
pull for transportation and energy biofuels as part of an integrated biorefinery. 
Conversion efficiency; Cost of production; Enzymatic conversion; Thermo-chemical 
conversion 

 
3) TRANSPORTATION AND DISTRIBUTION: Infrastructure impacts/loads and 

requirements (including rural roads and bridges impacts, increased freight impacts, 
weight restrictions, optimal transport mode analysis (truck, rail, barge)); (including 
movement of sugars to biorefineries, biofuels to mixing plants and distribution of 
products to retail locations); Transportation system design studies addressing issues 
such as how mixed feedstocks impact transportation, which transportation modes 
are best for each feedstock in the Northeast, re-evaluation of the "50-mile-radius" 
transportation standard assumption and how this applies to the Northeast; 
identification and evaluation of seasonal issues; increased efficiency of equipment; 
computer modeling scenarios.  Feedstock transport, delivery and storage including 
impacts and costs of increased traffic movement on and use of rural roads; Biomass 
feedstock densification approaches and transportation options at different levels of 
densification; Biofuels transport and delivery infrastructure including assessment of 
best modes of transportation, identification of specific technological or economic 
barriers of using one mode versus another (e.g., pipeline issues, barge, rail and 
truck issues). Transportation infrastructure and logistics analysis modeling (local vs. 
centralized).  

 
4) ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: System-wide analyses of environmental impacts  

(including air quality impacts, public health impacts, water resource availability and 
impacts, land use change issues, carbon footprint, energy balance); Studies needed 
include a Comprehensive air, soil, and water quality analysis (not limited GHG) for 
the NE region; Large-scale and farm-scale field trials to assess environmental 
impacts; new data to assess assumptions on carbon sequestration; Cumulative 
watershed impacts from large-scale changes in marginal land use; Analyses to 
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define the land-use baseline; Life Cycle Assessment: from production of feedstock 
through processing; studies on biochar; development of regional archiving data 
sharing protocols; leverage long-term agricultural experiments, e.g. Long Term 
Ecological Research (LTER). Environmental Impact analyses including Life cycle 
emissions, Greenhouse gas emissions, NOX emissions, Carbon flow models, 
Energy input and output  

 

5) SOCIAL FACTORS: Economic impacts (including viability, competitiveness, 
influence on competing markets for biomass, Job creation in various sectors 
(farming, transportation, logging, biotechnology, supporting industries), Input-output 
analysis of money and material flows, Firm/industry benefit cost analysis); Systems 
modeling analysis to assist and evaluate scale alternatives for biorefineries; Social 
factors and policy analysis (including influence of tax incentives, stakeholder 
attitudes, regional greenhouse gas initiative (RGGI), international land use change 
issues, cap and trade, evaluation of regulatory barriers to market); Impacts on food, 
feed and fiber markets; Continue work on integrated systems models at regional, 
national and global levels; continue to study role of information and consumer 
preferences on demand for energy products; analysis of risk, public policy and 
private investment in bioenergy R&D and industrial development; Assessment of 
role and influence of Farm Bill, and other Federal instruments; Sustainable 
Community, building and transportation design; analysis of Smart Grid (overlays the 
electrical grid with an information and net metering system) and Smart Growth (an 
approach to managing the suburban sprawl that is encouraged by current economic 
and land development policies) for the Northeast; analysis of market incentives for 
biomass energy and products (energy taxes, carbon markets, green credits); 
Impacts of a bioenergy and bioproducts industry on water quantity and quality in the 
Northeast; Level economic analysis of alternative energy and products sources; 
Policy analysis of Federal and State and Local regulation barriers for new fuels or 
fuel mixes, (e.g., certification and testing regulations, ASTM Standards for cellulosic 
ethanol (E20 and higher), biodiesel (B10 and higher), What are the USDA, EPA, and 
other air, water and soil amendment regulations, Fire Marshall regulations 
(flammability at pump) that would need to be satisfied before a new fuel source 
could reach Northeast Region markets.  

 

6) Education, Extension and Economic Development Outreach: Workforce 
training, Public education and economic development outreach (including Mini-grant 
competitions for students for greening campus; Conference/workshop grants that 
are focused on energy education;  energy and bioproducts modules that can be 
used by teachers; incorporate bio-energy science into their science curriculum 
teaching standards in Northeastern States;  mobile demonstration units to educate 
farmers and small land owners; regional Farmer Demonstration programs, i.e. to 
show off new equipment, innovations, bio-energy farmer success; develop more 
visual tools/aids that can be shared in the region to expand outreach for local town 
managers  as they consider energy planning; Expand on K-16 teacher summer 
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sabbaticals;  commercialization, economic development projects; e-Extension 
(eXtension) activities (see http://about.extension.org); Rural development outreach; 
Rural economic development assessments, plan development including full 
economic assessment, cash flow plan, competing markets, etc. and logistical 
assessment (material flows, methods). 
 

 

Priorities, Focus, and Grant Categories for this RFA  
 

BIOPRODUCTS: RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND OUTREACH:   
 
The primary focus of this grant opportunity is to solicit work that will contribute 
to the emerging bioproducts industry in the Northeastern US.   
 
Definition of Bioproducts:  For purposes of this grant application, BIOPRODUCTS are 
defined as commercial or industrial products and packaging (other than food or feed) 
that are composed in whole, or in significant part, of biological products, renewable 
agricultural materials (including plant, animal, and marine materials) or forestry 
materials.  Although strictly speaking, energy also can be a product of biomass, for the 
purposes of this grant bioproducts refers to biomass-based products other than energy-
market biobased-products (i.e., other than biomass used for the production of electricity, 
heat and liquid transportation fuels).  Bioproducts are often by-products of biofuel, 
biobased-heat, and biopower production pathways.  Examples of bioproducts are plant-
based industrial chemical products such as adhesives, construction materials, 
composites, gums, inks, lubricants, oils, paints and coatings, pesticides, 
pharmaceuticals, plastics, polymers, resins, solvents, tar derivatives, textiles, 
surfactants, detergents, packaging, chemicals, cosmetics, natural products, fertilizers, 
and elastomers.   
 
USDA NIFA Definition of Fundamental Research: Fundamental research means 
research that increases knowledge or understanding of the fundamental aspects of 
phenomena and has the potential for broad application; and has an effect on 
agriculture, food, nutrition, or the environment. Matching requirement does not apply to 
fundamental research. Waiver of 20% cost match for fundamental research projects will 
require USDA approval prior to final approval for award. 
 
Definition of Applied Research:  For purposes of this grant application, Applied 
Bioproducts Research refers to research that addresses a specific barrier to commercial 
viability of a bioproducts business or industry, or supply-chain segment, and has the 
potential to result in a measurable positive influence on the efficiency of a bioproduct 
production, conversion, public awareness, or logistics process. This category of grant 
refers to applied research to overcome a technical barrier.  A twenty-percent (20%) non-
federal matching funds requirement applies to this grant category. For research to 
assess a pre-commercial bioproduct, perform a market assessment, or other 
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commercial market evaluation, please use the economic development grant category 
below. 
 
Bioproducts Education Definition:  For purposes of this grant application, 
Bioproducts Education work refers to projects that advance bioproducts education of a 
specific targeted audience through the proposed effort. A mechanism for measuring 
(quantifying) the advancement of bioproducts education must be included in the 
proposed work.  This category may also include graduate student support for a specific 
student-led bioproducts research, education and outreach projects. Strong faculty 
involvement is required and industry involvement is encouraged. A faculty member from 
an eligible institution must serve as PI.  A twenty-percent (20%) non-federal matching 
funds requirement applies to this grant category. 
 
Bioproducts and Rural Economic Development Definition: For purposes of this 
grant application, Bioproducts and Rural Economic Development work refers to projects 
that contribute to the viability, efficiency, market-readiness, public-awareness, public 
education, and rural economic diversification of bioproducts, bioproducts industry-
related businesses or bioproducts industry production and distribution supply chains.  A 
twenty-percent (20%) non-federal matching funds requirement applies to this grant 
category. 
 

 
 

*** 
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ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
Eligible Applicants 
 

Principal investigators must be employed by an eligible institution (see below).  Principal 
investigators and key personnel must demonstrate competency to implement and 
complete a project, provide fiscal accountability, prepare project reports and 
demonstrate a willingness to share information with researchers and other interested 
parties.  
 

Eligible Institutions 
 

Only land-grant (1862) institutions and 1890 and 1994 institutions in the Northeast 
Region Sun Grant States are eligible to submit an application. The 19 Land Grant 
Institutions in the Northeast Sun Grant States are: University of Connecticut, 
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station (at New Haven), Delaware State College, 
University of Delaware, University of the District of Columbia, University of Maine, 
University of Maryland Eastern Shore, University of Maryland College Park, University 
of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Michigan State University, 
Bay Mills Community College - Michigan, University of New Hampshire, Rutgers The 
State University of New Jersey, Cornell University, The Ohio State University, 
Pennsylvania State University, University of Rhode Island, University of Vermont, West 
Virginia University, and West Virginia State College. 
 
Individuals, businesses, non-profit entities, or educational institutions may participate 
through partnership with a land grant or 1890 or 1994 institution.  Partnership between 
Northeast Region land grant institutions and small businesses, not-for-profit 
organizations, or other colleges and universities is encouraged.   
 

USDA NIFA Matching Funds Requirement 
 

For subawards made by the Northeast Sun Grant Institute of Excellence, through this 
competitive grants process, not less than 20 percent of the cost of an activity must be 
matched with funds, including in-kind contributions, from a non-Federal source. 
However, this matching requirement does not apply to fundamental research. 

 

    2 
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Fundamental research means research that increases knowledge or understanding of 
the fundamental aspects of phenomena and has the potential for broad application; and 
has an effect on agriculture, food, nutrition, or the environment. NIFA approval is 
required for projects submitted as fundamental research before funded.  If a 
project submitted as a fundamental research project  is selected and recommended for 
funding, USDA NIFA will verify the project is fundamental research and therefore 
eligible for the matching funds waiver prior to final approval for funding.  As a part of 
each application for a subaward, the Northeast Sun Grant Institute of Excellence must 
require a budget narrative that documents matching funds. The budget narrative should 
include written verification of commitments of matching support (including both cash and 
in-kind contributions) from third parties. Written verification means:  
 

A. For any third party cash contributions, a separate pledge agreement for each 
donation, signed by the authorized representatives of the donor organization and 
the applicant organization, which must include: (1) The name, address, and 
telephone number of the donor; (2) the name of the applicant organization; (3) 
the title of the project for which the donation is made; (4) the dollar amount of the 
cash donation (the budget narrative must describe how the cash donation will be 
used on the project); and (5) a statement that the donor will pay the cash 
contribution during the grant period; and 

B. For any third party in-kind contributions, a separate pledge agreement for each 
contribution, signed by the authorized representatives of the donor organization 
and the applicant organization, which must include: (1) The name, address, and 
telephone number of the donor; (2) the name of the applicant organization; (3) 
the title of the project for which the donation is made; (4) a good faith estimate of 
the current fair market value of the third party in kind contribution and a 
description of how the fair market value was determined; and (5) a statement that 
the donor will make the contribution during the grant period. 

C. The sources and amount of all matching support from outside the applicant 
institution should be summarized on a separate page and placed in the proposal 
as part of the Budget Narrative. All pledge agreements must be placed in the 
proposal immediately following the summary of matching support. 

D. The value of applicant contributions to the project shall be established in 
accordance with applicable cost principles. Applicants should refer to OMB 
Circular A-21 (2 C.F.R. Part 220), Cost Principles for Educational Institutions, for 
further guidance and other requirements relating to matching and allowable 
costs. All contributions, including cash and third party in-kind, must meet the 
criteria included in section 23 of 7 C.F.R. 3019, “Uniform Administrative 
Requirements for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education, 
Hospitals, and Other Non-profit Organizations.” 
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Reporting Requirements 
 

Annual reports are required from all successful applicants and must be submitted in 
writing to the Northeast Sun Grant Institute of Excellence. At least one product of 
significance, i.e. Experiment Station report, Extension bulletin or white paper, is required 
for all funded projects. Ideally, at least one peer-reviewed article would result from NE-
SGI funded research. Investigators must acknowledge USDA and NESGI (as 
appropriate) in all publications and presentations. 
 

Travel Requirements 
 
There are no travel requirements for this grant, however domestic travel is an allowable 
expense. 
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AWARD INFORMATION 
 
Available Funding 
The amount of funding available for the Northeast Sun Grant Initiative Competitive 
Grants Program FY-2014 is estimated to be $323,962.  Funds from the Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) have been authorized through FY 2013 and are appropriated from 
Congress. The twenty-percent (20%)  matching funds requirement (Applied research,  
Education and Rural Economic Development Outreach Projects) for all 2013/14 projects 
leverages additional funding for the competitive grants program in 2013/14. The amount 
of the leveraged funds will depend on the breakdown of grant categories awarded. 
 

Research Grant Projects ($150,000 limit) 
There are two categories of Research Projects solicited: 1) Applied research and 2) 
Fundamental research.  Please see the definitions provided above under “Priorities, 
Focus and Grant Categories for this RFA to determine which category (Applied or 
Fundamental) the proposed work best fits.  The category selected has implications for 
the matching funds requirement.  Research Grant Projects (applied or fundamental) will 
be typically single investigator or small team proposals that seek to build individual or 
institutional capacity.  NE Sun Grant 2014 projects will be considered up to $150,000 
(total NE-SGI dollars for the duration of the project) (1 year in duration).  Fundamental 
research grants do not require matching funds, however waiver of 20% cost match for 
fundamental research projects will require USDA approval prior to final approval for 
award.     Applied research grants must provide twenty-percent (20%)  non-federal 
matching funds. 
 

Education, Extension and Outreach Projects ($30,000 limit)  
There are two categories of Education and Extension and Outreach projects solicited: 1) 
Education and 2) Rural Economic Development/Outreach. Please see the definitions 
provided above under “Priorities, Focus and Grant Categories for this RFA to determine 
which category 1) Education or 2) Rural Economic Development/Outreach) the proposed 
work best fits.  NE Sun Grant 2014 projects will be considered up to $30,000 (total NE-SGI 
dollars for the duration of the project) (1 year in duration).  All Education, Extension and 
Outreach projects must provide twenty-percent (20%) non-federal matching funds. 

 

3 
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Special Reporting Requirements   
 

PLEASE NOTE: If awarded, PI’s must understand that Federal dollars used to 
purchase items to produce products that could subsequently be sold will create 
additional federal reporting and permission requirements for the applicant’s 
institution. 

 
 
USDA NIFA - Funding Restrictions 
 
NIFA has determined that grant funds awarded under this authority may not be used for 
the renovation or refurbishment of research, education, or extension space; the 
purchase or installation of fixed equipment in such space; or the planning, repair, 
rehabilitation, acquisition, or construction of buildings or facilities. 
 
Indirect Costs are allowable. Section 7132 of the FCEA amended the National 
Agricultural Research, Extension, and Teaching Policy Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 3310(a)), 
limiting indirect costs for grants to 22 percent of the total Federal funds provided under 
each award.  Therefore, when preparing budgets, applicants should limit their requests 
for recovery of indirect costs to the lesser of their institution’s official negotiated indirect 
cost rate or the equivalent of 22 percent of federal funds awarded (which is equivalent 
to 28.205 percent of total direct costs). 
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APPLICATION AND SUBMISSION 
 
Submission Dates and Times
 

Pre-proposal (required) due: Monday, November 25, 2013 (5 pm Eastern) 
Grant Application proposals are due: Wednesday, February 5, 2014 (5 pm Eastern) 
 

Method for Submitting a Pre-proposal 
 
All Pre-proposals must be submitted electronically to the Northeast Sun Grant 
application link www.nesungrant.cornell.edu. No other pre-proposal submission type will 
be accepted.  Please name your file as shown below: 
  

PI Last name_First initial_University 
 
Applicants must submit a Pre-proposal (Deadline Monday, November 25, 2013) that will 
be submitted to technical review.  The content of the pre-proposal is binding with 
respect to the content of the full proposal.  An approved pre-proposal is required in 
order to submit a full proposal.  
 
 

Content and Format of the Pre-proposal 
 
The Preproposal will be submitted to technical review.  The pre-proposal document 
should be prepared using 12 point Times New Roman (or similar) font, with 1” margins, 
single spaced.  Clarity and conciseness is extremely important. The Pre-proposal 
content is binding with respect to the intended content of the full proposal. The pre-
proposal budget should be the best estimate of anticipated costs.  The pre-proposal 
should provide adequate information to allow the technical reviewers to evaluate 
whether the proposed concept fits programmatic goals and merits submission of a full 
proposal.  The Pre-proposal should be converted into a single pdf file, attached to the 
email and must contain the following.  
 

 

4 
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PRE-PROPOSAL COVER PAGE (1 page limit) should contain: 
 

1) Descriptive title for the proposed project;  
 

2) List of Key Personnel and their institutions; 
 

3) A three-sentence summary of the specific problem being addressed and 
proposed approach. 

 

4) Estimated amount of requested funds and estimated amount of matching 
funds (if applicable). 

 
5) List planned source(s) of non-federal matching funds (if applicable).  
 
6) Identify the relevant project category(ies) for your project from the following.  
 
__ Feedstock development  __ Feedstock logistics 
__ Conversion processes     __ Systems integration 
__ Scalable technologies      __ Life cycle analysis 
__ Environmental impact analysis  __ Formal Education  
__ Economics and policy issues  __ Extension/Rural Econ Devel 
__ BioProduct development  __ Bioproducts market analyses  
__ Other (describe)___________________________ 
 
7) Estimated start and end date of the project (most subcontracts can be 

prepared to begin July 1, 2014). 

8) List of 3 suggested reviewers (please include name, affiliation, area of 
expertise from the list above, and contact information).  Indicate whether or 
not there is a conflict of interest between the applicant and any suggested 
reviewers or if there is any other conflicts of interest that NESGI should 
consider when selecting reviewers. 

 
PRE-PROPOSAL PROJECT DESCRIPTION (2-page limit) should contain: 

 
A Pre-proposal project description exceeding the 2-page limit does not conform to the 
project description page limit will be returned without review.  The project description of 
no more than two pages, should indicate deliverables and potential impacts of the work 
by addressing the following: 

a. What problem or opportunity is to be addressed? Why is this project important? 
b. Provide a brief and general description of the research or educational outreach 

methods you will use. 
c. What are the expected deliverables? Delivery date of deliverables? 
d. Who will be affected by the findings and how will they benefit from the results? 
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PRE-PROPOSAL ESTIMATED BUDGET (1 page limit) 
Please provide a chart listing of the best estimate of dollar amounts and major spending 
categories for the proposed work on the top half of the page.  Use the following 
categories for the estimate: 1) Salary and fringe benefits; 2) Travel; 3) Equipment 
(>$5,000); 4) Materials & Supplies, 5) Consultants or Subcontracts, 6) Other, 7) Indirect 
Costs. If matching funds are included, indicate which costs are to be covered by the 
matching funds. For example: 
 

Description Estimated 
cost ($) 
(C + D) 

Estimated 
amount to be 

requested from 
NESGI ($) 

Estimated 
contribution of 
Matching funds 

($) 

A B C D 
Salary & fringe    
Equipment    
Travel    
Materials & Supplies    
Subcontracts & Consultants    
Other    
Estimated total direct costs    
Estimated indirect costs    
Estimated project total    

 
 
On the bottom half of the budget page, provide 1) a list of any sources and estimated 
amounts of matching funds from each, and 2) a brief narrative of all budget items 
requested that will assist reviewers in understanding your approach. For example, if 
more than 20% of the requested funds would be subcontracted, provide a brief 
explanation of why this is the best approach and use of funds.  See Funding 
Restrictions on Page 17. 
 

PRE-PROPOSAL TEAM  
Please include a 1 page description of roles and responsibilities of senior personnel, 
followed by vitae of lead investigator and senior personnel/partners. 
 
LETTERS OF SUPPORT (1 page limit per letter) 
Please provide letters of support for any claimed sources of matching funds and any 
senior personnel/partners listed.  
 
COMBINE ALL Sections of the Pre-proposal into a single pdf file and upload to the 
application link at www.nesungrant.cornell.edu . 
 
************************** 
 

 

http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/
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Content and Format of Full Proposal Application 
 

Full Proposal – Grant Application 
 
A full grant application is permitted only after successful review and acceptance of the 
Pre-proposal.  The Pre-proposal content is binding with respect to the full proposal 
content, and the pre-proposal’s listed participants, title, purpose, approach, and general 
content must match and align with the content of full proposal.   
 
The components of the full proposal are to be compiled into a single pdf. file and 
uploaded according to the instructions provided in the Pre-proposal acceptance letter 
for those invited to submit a full application.   
 
The full proposal (a single, compiled pdf file) must contain the following, in the following 
order.  

 
1. 1 page letter from the applicant’s University Sponsored Programs Research Office 

giving their acknowledgment and approval of your application, stating the title and 

dollar amount ($) of the proposed work, the proposed start and end dates of the 

project, acknowledging the matching funds requirement or USDA-waiver (as 

applicable), and signed by an authorized representative of the applicant’s institution. 

2. TITLE PAGE (1 page) 

Use page 1 of your Pre-proposal with updated details to create a title page.   
 
3. FULL PROPOSAL NARRATIVE (see page limits below).   

a. The page limit for a Research Proposal ($150K) narrative is 10 pages.   

b. The page limit for a Cooperative Extension, Education, or Rural 

Economic Development Proposal ($30K) narrative is 5 pages. 

  
Full Proposal Narrative – The proposal narrative can be completed in a 
word processing software and then converted into a pdf file.  All pages in 
the project narrative should be numbered, and should be single spaced, with at 
least one-inch margins. The Proposal narrative section is not to exceed page 
limits described above. Text of the proposal narrative should be prepared using 
Times Roman or similar type face and using a font no smaller than 12 pt. 
Proposals not conforming to this format will be returned without review. 

 
A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (1 page maximum): Provide a brief 

description of the problem to be addressed, project objectives, 
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expected deliverables and a description of the effort to be undertaken 
in terms that can be understood by a diverse audience including the 
general public, university personnel, stakeholders, non-experts, and 
various public and private organizations.  

 
B. ABSTRACT SENTENCE: On the first page of the project narrative, list 

the full project title followed by a one to two sentence description of the 
proposed work. 

 
C. STRATEGIC AREA ADDRESSED: Following the Abstract Sentence, 

clearly explain how the proposed work addresses a specific NESGI 
and USDA strategic area(s). 

 
D. PROBLEM STATEMENT: Each proposal should fully state the need 

for the activity and the approach to be used. Project teams should 
include faculty with interests in research, technology development and 
outreach.  Describe why current technologies or practices are 
inadequate and how the proposed approach will assist in the region’s 
efforts to develop bioproducts capacity. Review all ongoing or 
completed work (local/regional/national) that is relevant. Provide 
adequate references to describe the current status of the area of 
research and/or educational effort and justification for the proposed 
project.  Address the specific needs identified in this solicitation, 
identify the relative importance of the strategies being proposed, and 
describe the potential applicability of the proposed approach to other 
regions. Your proposal will be much stronger if preliminary data 
are shown, demonstrating your expertise in the subject matter. 

 
E. OUTCOME BASED OBJECTIVES AND ANTICIPATED 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Describe how the project fits into the 
Northeast Priorities, and the USDA priorities.  Provide clear, concise, 
complete, and logically arranged statements of the specific research, 
education or outreach aims of the proposed effort along with details of 
the anticipated accomplishments. In all proposals, the objectives 
should delineate both the proposed aims, projected outcomes, 
deliverables, and any results anticipated.   

 
F. APPROACH/PROCEDURES: Describe IN DETAIL how each of the 

stated objectives will be reached. List the proposed treatments, include 
a clear description of your experimental design and experimental units, 
reference methods to be used, appropriate statistical analysis, and 
estimated length of time required for the analyses. For all proposals, 
describe how the project will be managed (for example, how 
coordination between partners will be achieved and maintained if 
applicable).  
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G. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION PLAN: Provide detailed 

plans for the evaluation of the project and how successful impacts and 
outcomes will be measured, including economic assessments if 
appropriate. Where possible include evaluation objectives with specific 
impact indicators that will be used to measure the success of the effort.  
Proposals should describe how the technologies (should they be 
successful) will be implemented and utilized. In addition, and where 
appropriate, each proposal should include a plan on evaluation of the 
technologies developed and interactions with the private sector in 
increasing utilization.  

 

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS NOT INCLUDED IN PAGE COUNT: 
 

H. TIMETABLE: (not included in page-count) All Proposals must include 
a timetable or spreadsheet that demonstrates the step by step 
progression of the research, education or outreach effort proposed, 
with appropriate milestone dates including submission of annual 
reports. 
 

I. LITERATURE CITED: As appropriate- (not included in page count) 
 

J. KEY PERSONNEL AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN (not 
included in page count): Identify all key personnel in the proposed 
project, their specific roles and the percentage of time that will be 
committed to the effort. 
 

1. PI BIOSKETCH (not included in page count) 
The biosketch is essentially a two-page curriculum vitae. The 
applicant should focus on present related efforts and provide a 
publication history with only the most current and most pertinent 
information relating to your proposal. List all graduate students 
and post-docs supervised. 
 
2. SENIOR PERSONNEL (not included in page count) 
Senior personnel are the members of your project, i.e. co-PIs, 
associate PIs, or "other senior personnel." Provide a list with 
names, affiliation and contact information for all Senior 
Personnel.  Following the list, provide a one-page biosketch and 
a letter from each person listed as senior personnel, stating their 
willingness to participate on this grant. 
 
3. CURRENT AND PENDING (not included in page count). 
Provide current and pending grant information for the PI and for 
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any senior personnel who will receive salary through the 
proposed work.  Show all other current and pending time 
commitments and indicate the percentage of time devoted to 
this work relative to other time commitments. All time 
commitments should add up to 100%. Additional information 
may be requested by USDA (such as base salary) if awarded.  
The % amount requested for salary may not exceed that 
person’s % of time devoted to this project. 

 
4. BUDGET  

Budget worksheets should be included and each cost structure must be completely 
explained and easily understood by the reviewers and USDA. Please separate 
dollars requested from NESGI and dollars contributed through the 20% cost match 
source if required. For example, 
 

 

Description Estimated 
cost ($) 
(C + D) 

Estimated 
amount to be 

requested from 
NESGI ($) 

Estimated 
contribution of 
Matching funds 

($) 

A B C D 
Personnel, Salary & fringe    
Equipment    
Travel    
Materials & Supplies    
Subcontracts & Consultants    
Other    
Estimated total direct costs    
Estimated indirect costs    
Estimated project total    

 
NOTE ON INDIRECT COSTS.  The amount allowed for indirect costs is 
limited to the lesser of your institutions official negotiated indirect cost rate 
or 22 percent of total federal dollars awarded (which is equivalent to 
28.205 percent of total direct costs). 
 
*Matching funds fully auditable and are to be monitored by applicant's 
institution, and confirmed to Cornell. 

 
5. BUDGET JUSTIFICATION/ BUDGET NARRATIVE:  

Include a detailed budget justification. The budget justification is used to fully explain 
your expenses and is broken down into personnel, permanent equipment, 
expendable supplies and minor equipment, travel, other, and contributing 
organizations. If consulting or collaborative arrangements are included in the 
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proposal, these arrangements should be carefully explained and justified. Letters of 
participation or other evidence should be provided that collaborators involved have 
agreed to render these services. Please provide a justification (brief description and 
explanation of need) for the following budget sections:  

1) Personnel;  
2) Equipment (items >$5000);  
3) Expendable supplies and minor equipment; 
4) Travel; 
5) Other (subcontracts, consultants, computer time, 

publications, GRA tuition, F&A charges, etc.); 
6) Contributing organizations (Please use the format: 

“Organization: contribution type and amount”). 
 

Please keep in mind that using Federal dollars to purchase items that could 
subsequently be sold will create reporting and permission requirements for the 
applicant’s institution. If products will be sold, specifically state this and give details 
on the source, processing and end products to be sold. 
 

6. SUGGESTED REVIEWERS 
Please provide names and contact information for 3 possible reviewers of your 
proposal.  

 
7. FILE ATTACHMENTS (OPTIONAL, AS NEEDED) 

You may want to attach supporting documentation such as letters of support or 
articles of industry recognition to your proposal.  

 

When and Where to Submit Application
 
Full Proposals are DUE by 5 pm Eastern, February 5, 2014 
All materials listed above must be compiled into a single pdf file and uploaded according 
to the instructions provided in the Pre-proposal acceptance letter for those invited to 
submit a full application.   
 

Contact Persons
Dr. Larry P. Walker 
Director, Northeast Sun Grant Institute of Excellence 
232 Riley Robb Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-5701 
Email: nesungrant@cornell.edu  

 
Ms. Sue Fredenburg 
Grants Process Manager, Northeast Sun Grant Institute of Excellence 
230 Riley Robb Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-5701 
Email: nesungrant@cornell.edu  

mailto:nesungrant@cornell.edu
mailto:nesungrant@cornell.edu
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REVIEW PROCESS AND CRITERIA 
 
General review process description
 
Successful applications must demonstrate strength in technical merit, feasibility, 
compliance with USDA requirements for 20% matching funds, and balance of Sun 
Grant research, education and outreach priorities portfolio.   
 

Pre-Proposal Stage 

The NE-SGI Institute of Excellence will review all pre-proposals for compliance with 
USDA matching funds if required, PI Institution eligibility, and formatting guidelines 
(page limitations, etc.) as described in this document. All pre-proposals that meet these 
requirements will be forwarded to experts for Technical Review.  Pre-proposals that do 
not meet these requirements will be returned without review.  
 
PRE-PROPOSAL EVALUATION AND RANKING: 

Technical review will result in a score from 0-100, based on the following evaluation 
criteria.  The top-scoring proposals will be notified of acceptance for submission of a full 
proposal. 
 

 (20%) Program priorities addressed through proposed deliverables 

 (30%) Technical feasibility, overall design, reasoning/logic behind project 
purpose, objectives, organization, and methodology 

 (10%) Appropriate plan to evaluate success or failure of proposed work 

 (20%) Professional competence of the project team 

 (20%) Appropriateness of budget request for proposed deliverables 
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Full Proposal Stage 

The NE-SGI Institute of Excellence will review all proposals for compliance with USDA 
matching funds requirements, and formatting guidelines (page limitations, etc) 
described in this document. All proposals that meet these requirements will be 
forwarded to experts for Technical Review. 
 
The Technical Reviewers will consist of scientists, engineers, economists, 
stakeholders and educators from the region (and beyond) to review relevance to the 
stated goals of the NE-SGI, fit, technical merit, feasibility and ability to achieve the 
proposed outcomes.  The Technical Reviewers will provide a score (0-100) based on 
the established evaluation criteria (below).   
 
The scores will be ranked and the top proposals will be selected for final approval by 
USDA.   
 
 
FULL PROPOSAL EVALUATION CRITERIA AND RANKING: 

The following evaluation criteria will be utilized in reviewing full grant proposal 
submissions. 
 

 Program priorities addressed: The proposed work should a) address issues of 
importance and value to the northeast region, b) show feasibility and cost/benefit 
, and discuss the ability to contribute to the displacement of petroleum. 

 Appropriate objectives, design and methodology:  The proposed work should 
clearly explain the project objectives.  In addition, design and methodology 
should be described. Inclusion of preliminary data is strongly encouraged. 

 Evaluation plan:  The proposed work should include a clear plan for evaluating 
the project and the outcome of the work.  Describe the project’s metrics for 
success. 

 Professional competence of the project team:  The project team should 
demonstrate experience in the proposal focus area and ability to carry out the 
project to completion. 

 Appropriateness of the implementation plan:  The team’s overall approach 
and plan for implementing the project should be clearly described and 
demonstrate a well-organized project management approach. 

 Appropriateness of budget: The cost of the proposed work should be 
appropriate and reasonable for the amount and complexity of described tasks for 
the proposed project. 

 General: The NE-SGI will seek to fund a portfolio of research, education and 
outreach projects to address the bioproducts development priorities of the region.  
Projects deemed of equivalent merit and quality may be selected on the basis of 
their relevance to meeting the priority needs of the region.   
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Technical Reviewers
 

1. The scientific peer review is performed by peer reviewers.  
2. Relevant training and experience. Reviewers will be selected based upon training 

and experience in relevant scientific, extension, or education fields taking into 
account the following factors: 

3. Level of relevant formal scientific, technical education, and extension experience 
of the individual, as well as the extent to which an individual is engaged in 
relevant research, education, or extension activities. 

4. Need to include as reviewers experts from various areas of specialization within 
relevant scientific, education, and extension fields. 

5. Need to include as reviewers other experts (e.g., producers, range or forest 
managers/operators, and consumers) who can assess relevance of the 
applications to targeted audiences and to program needs. 

6. Need to include as reviewers experts from a variety of organizational types (e.g., 
colleges, universities, industry, State and Federal agencies, private profit and 
nonprofit organizations) from within the region, and/or with the appropriate level 
of documented expertise. 

7. Need to maintain a balanced composition of reviewers with regard to minority 
and female representation and an equitable age distribution. 

8.  Need to include reviewers who can judge the effective usefulness to producers 
and the general public of each application. 

9. Confidentiality. The identities of reviewers will remain confidential to the 
maximum extent possible. Therefore, the names of reviewers will not be released 
to applicants. If it is possible to reveal the names of reviewers in such a way that 
they cannot be identified with the review of any particular application, this will be 
done at the end of the fiscal year or as requested. Names of submitting 
institutions and individuals, as well as application content and peer evaluations, 
will be kept confidential, except to those involved in the review process, to the 
extent permitted by law. Reviewers are expected to be compliant with a 
standardized set of Confidentiality Guidelines.  

10. Conflicts of interest. During the evaluation process, extreme care will be taken to 
prevent any actual or perceived conflicts of interest that may impact review or 
evaluation.  

  
The list of proposals selected by the Steering Committee for funding will be forwarded to 
the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) for review.   
 
The Grants Process Manager will present the results with a recommendation to the full 
Steering Committee, for final review and approval. The Steering Committee will notify 
the Northeast Sun Grant Institute of Excellence of its recommendations for funding, 
including the level and duration of awards, in order that subcontracts can be prepared 
through Cornell University. 
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AWARD ADMINISTRATION 
 
Administrative Program Management
 

The Administrative program management will be handled by the Northeast Sun Grant 
Institute of Excellence.  Contracts and payments for the awards will be written and 
distributed from Cornell University.  Reports and reviews will be collected and 
maintained by Cornell University.  The Steering Committee alone is responsible for 
selection of the awards and determination of funding priorities for the region. 
 

Award Notice
Notification of awards or regret will come from Cornell Northeast Sun Grant Institute of 
Excellence.  Notification is expected to be made by April 30, 2014. 
 

Access to Proposal Reviews
Written comments will be provided to the Institute of Excellence for each proposal.  The 
review forms will be maintained by the Institute of Excellence at Cornell University for 
the benefit of PI’s that may request feedback on their proposal.  The proposal reviews 
will be returned to the Principal Investigator for the project. 
 

Annual Investigator Reporting Requirements
An annual report of progress must be submitted by each funded project PI.  
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PRE-PROPOSAL SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 
The following must be completed, sent and verified as received by close of business (5 
pm Eastern) November 25, 2013. Please upload your application early in the day to 
avoid elimination from participation due to heavy last-minute email traffic. 
  

 PI is from an eligible institution (see page 11) 

 Pre-proposal page 1 includes all items  

 Project description (2 page limit) 

 Pre-proposal estimated budget and justification (1 page limit) 

 Pre-proposal Team (1 page overview rolls & responsibilities) 

 PI and Senior personnel/partners vitae (no page limit) 

 Letters of participation 

 ALL of the above combined into a single pdf file. 

 Uploaded to application link on the NE Sun Grant website: 
www.nesungrant.cornell.edu  

 Received email confirmation of receipt by 5 pm  

 
PROPOSAL SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 
Please upload your application early in the day to avoid elimination from participation 
due to heavy last-minute upload traffic. The following must be completed/verified by 
close of business (5 pm Eastern) Feb 5, 2014: 
 

 PI is from an eligible institution (see page 11) 

 PI has submitted Pre-proposal by November 25, 2013 

 Pre-proposal was accepted and PI has received invitation to submit a full 
proposal including on-line submission instructions. 

 Signed Letter from applicant’s sponsored programs office 

 Title page (updated from page 1 of Pre-proposal) 

 Full proposal narrative (adhere to page limits) 

 Timetable 

 Literature cited 

 Key personnel and project management plan 

 PI has provided an updated BIOSKETCH  

 PI Current and Pending - including this grant submission as pending 

 All senior personnel have included a biosketch and contact information. 

 Any Senior personnel requesting salary should include a Current and Pending 
form- including this grant submission as pending  

 Budget 

 Budget narrative 

 Budget includes 20% cost match if required. 

 List of Suggested Reviewers (3 potential reviewers) 

 Senior Personnel have provided letters of consent to collaborate 

 The above has been combined into a single document (pdf format only) and has 
been uploaded to the address provided in the pre-proposal acceptance letter. 

http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 
 
 
Q. Do the other institutions involved in our project need to be within the same 

SUNGRANT region?  We have several potential collaborators in mind - some 
are within region others are in other SUNGRANT regions. 

A. The lead institution that submits the application must be from the NE region. Others 
outside the region or outside the Land Grant system can participate as a 
collaborator on your proposal. 

 
Q. We would like to collaborate with a Federal employee or organization on our 

proposal. Is this permitted?   
A. Yes. Anyone can participate.  However no funding may be transferred from Sun 

Grant to other Federal institutions under our current USDA contract.  The 
collaboration could not result in Sun Grant funding (for travel, as an example) for 
the Federal employee or institution.  

 

Q. We would like to use Sun Grant funds to purchase items such as equipment 
(greater than $5000)  

A. Equipment needed to conduct research is acceptable.  See funding restrictions on 
Page 17 of this document. 

 
Q. We would like to use Sun Grant funds to purchase livestock or other items 

that we would like to re-sell during or after the project. Is this permitted? 
A. Please keep in mind that using Federal dollars to purchase items that could 

subsequently be sold will create significant Federal reporting and permission 
requirements for the applicant’s institution. 
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NORTHEAST SUN GRANT INSTITUTE OF EXCELLENCE  

 

 

2014 COMPETITIVE GRANTS PROGRAM 

REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS 

 

 

WEBSITE: http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu 

EMAIL: nesungrant@cornell.edu 

PHONE: 607-255-5544 

 
 
 
 

Funding for the Northeast Sun Grant Competitive Grants Program is 
provided by the US Department of Agriculture 

http://www.nesungrant.cornell.edu/
mailto:nesungrant@cornell.edu

